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the combat is divided into two phases, the training battle and the combat. during the training battle, your temtem will perform all actions that are available, except for the deck action. you will have to teach your temtem to fight as a team. the training is done by choosing different actions and giving them to your temtem depending on their level. you
will also have to give them a deck of your choosing. you can use the deck of your choice in the combat phase to boost your temtem. this is done by spending action points on the deck action. this will determine your temtem's level and its stats. you will be able to upgrade all your temtem's stats except for the energy. the energy is used to perform the
actions. once all actions are completed, the training battle ends. once you are ready, you will enter the combat. the official way to unlock the door in the spinebreak is by beating the dojo leader that serves as the player’s main objective in the game. to get into the door requires the player to play through temtem and beat the dojo leader by beating all

eight of the other dojo leaders, one per level, in the game. temtem requires players to navigate a maze of dozens of puzzles to reach the door. the first puzzle requires players to push a large boulder out of the way to allow access to the room where players will need to blow up the blaze barrels. the next puzzle involves using a grappling hook to reach a
switch that will activate the door. the official way to unlock the door in the spinebreak is by playing the game, and beating the dojo leader that serves as the player’s main objective in the game. to get into the door requires the player to play through temtem and beat the dojo leader by beating all eight of the other dojo leaders, one per level, in the

game.
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each temtem has a different set of attack skills, which they use after being tagged with the tv points. the types of move that a temtem does, or does not do, is dependent on the stats that you use to tag it. for example, if you assign a temtems water and fire type, they will be unable to use moves that belong to either of those types. defensive abilities
include blocking moves, which reduce the damage that the temtems takes from moves that are compatible with that temtems type. support abilities are used to help out other temtems, like reviving them, healing them, or boosting their stats. the latter is the most important kind of ability to use, because as the game goes on you will need to make
sacrifices in order to get enough of them to win. specialty is a stat that is used to determine the temtems' abilities. the temtems can have one of three specialities - attack, defense, and support. the temtems with attack specialities use a variety of offensive abilities, and the temtems with defense and support specialties use defensive and support

abilities, respectively. blocking: blocking is a defensive ability used to reduce the damage that the temtems take from moves that are compatible with that temtems type. if the temtems has a defensive ability of a certain type, then they will have the same reduction rate on the damage that they take from moves that are compatible with their type.
temtem hatch from a single egg, and can then be tamed. players can tame temtem with an egg item, and this action will consume the item. tamed temtem will follow a player, and are incapable of communicating with them in any way. tamed temtem cannot be sacrificed. players can carry up to two items at a time, and they will consume the items

they are carrying. players can visit a health station to replenish their inventory. 5ec8ef588b
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